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Not by PartnershipAlone:

Managing a Portfolio of Relationships

"Partnerships are the way for firms to do business - or so it

seems when one reads today's business press"

Anderson and Narus, California Management Review, 1991

Introduction

Over the last few years, the business press and academic literature have been

exhorting firms to move away from arms' length relationships and toward longer term

and collaborative partnerships with external business partners. This recent trend is

partly in response to the number of empirical studied conducted during the last decade

comparing Japanese production and supply practices to the rest of the world. This

association between Japanese car manufacturers market success and their management

of supplier relations has lead many managers and consultants to become strong
advocate of strategic partnerships with suppliers. All three US manufacturers, but also

most of their European competitors, e.g., Renault, Peugeot, Volkswagen, have been

launched major programs to decrease their level of vertical integration, reduce the total

number of direct suppliers and move toward partnerships.

We would like however to warn against the new 'partnership fad' which may

result in indiscriminately developing and nurturing collaborative relationships with some
suppliers when less costly and less risky options can provide the sufficient benefits. To
explore this question we use empirical data we collected in the US and Japanese auto

industries and show that in fact even Japanese firms manage a ramge of relationships

and do not necessarily practice partnerships with every supplier. Our findings suggest
that In both the US and Japanese markets car manufacturers tend to choose different

designs for supplier relationship depending on the nature of the component, its market
segment and the supplier. We also find that they typically manage these different

relationships differently. Plotting the level of specific investments both sides make into
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the relationship we identify four types of relationships: (1) market exchange relations,

(2) buyer captive relations, (3) supplier captive relations, and (4) strategic partnerships.

We then construct the product, market and supplier profile for which each type of

relation is typically suited for. Finally, we offer suggestions about how each type of

relationship is managed differently in terms of the level and mode of information
sharing, the climate and processes in the relationship.

The empirical observations

We administered English and Japanese questionnaires to purchasing agents and

engineers in all three US and all eleven Japanese auto companies. Each respondent

provided us with information about one relationship he or she is in charge of. The

questionnaire covers multiple items including the characteristics of the product, its
market segment, the supplier itself, the climate of the relationship, the information
exchange practices, the structural and process characteristics of the relationship, the

characteristics of the respondent's job and finally the performance of the relationship.
We carefully controlled the selection of the components so as to make sure we would

obtain a representative cross section of parts and components automakers buy from

suppliers (see appendix A for a detailed description of the methodology and data

collection).

The first set of analyses (see appendix B for our analytic approach) puts each of

the 447 relations into one of four cells in a two-by-two table displaying the level of

mutual investments. With this procedure we, for instance, identify for each country the

frequency of relations where the buyer nor the supplier have made specific investments

into the relationship. Similarly, we find the frequency with which US and Japanese

automakers establish strategic partnerships with their suppliers. These are the relations

where both sides have made significant and important investments highly specific to the

relationship, i.e., investments that cannot be transferred to or leveraged with another
supplier or customer. Table 1 displays the findings for both country samples.

The second set of analyses seeks to draw a descriptive contextual profile for

each type of relations and thus looks for significant differences across the four cells in
table 1 along variables describing the circumstances under which these relations typically
occur. Statistically we find a strong differentiation between the four cells in table 1 along
three dimensions: (1) the product characteristics of the part or component, (2) the
characteristics of the market segment for this product, and (3) the characteristics of the
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supplier (see figures 1 to 4). Finally we conduct a third set of analyses to draw a

management profile for each relational type. We find significant differences along three

dimensions: (1) the information sharing practices, (2) the climate and processes in the

relationship and (3) the characteristics of boundary spanning jobs.

CONCEPTUALIZING AN PORTFOLIO OF SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS

Table 1 displays for each country the frequency of each type of relationship. The

vertical axis refers to level of those investments made by the assembler (i.e., the buyer)
that are specific to the relationship with the supplier. These are significant investments

in tooling dedicated to the supplier, products and processes customized to the
components procured from the supplier, time and effort spent to learn the supplier's

business practices, or time and effort spent to develop and nurture the relationship with
the supplier. The horizontal axis corresponds to the level of specific investments made
by the supplier. These are capabilities and skills unique to the supplier and required for

the production and delivery of the component to the assembler. Suppliers typically

make these tangible and intangible investments in areas such as layout, facilities and

tooling, technological knowledge as well as design, manufacturing and managerial skills

and capabilities.
US sample	 Japanese sample

19%

Buyer
Captive

23%

Strategic
Partnership

1 4

2 3

Market Supplier
Exchange Captive

31 % 27 %

23%

Buyer
Captive

25%

Strategic
Partnership

1 4

2 3

Market Supplier
Exchange Captive

31 % 21 %

High

The buyer's
specific

Investments

Low

Low	 High
	 Low	 High

The supplier's specific	 The supplier's specific
Investments	 Investments

Table 1: Managing a range of relations - frequencies across cells

Table 1 indicates that automakers in both countries rely on a variety of

relationships to manage their supply base. Indeed, even Japanese firms account for up
31% of relations where none of the two organizations has made any investments tied to
the relationship. We refer to these relations in cell 1 as 'market exchange relations' to
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contrast them with relations in cell 4 we call strategic partnerships, where both sides

have made credible commitments to the relationship. 'Buyer captive relations' in cell 2
correspond to situations where it is the assembler who concedes 'hostages' into the

relationship and where the supplier keeps his hands free. Finally, cell 3 consists of

'supplier captive relations' where it is the supplier making investments that cannot be
easily transferred to another customer.

The data suggests that both US and Japanese firms make a great use of market

exchange relationships. This dearly indicates that Japanese firms do not solely rely on

high profile partnerships but also significantly practice arms' length relationships,

usually associated with Western firms. In addition, Japanese firms display a higher

frequency of supplier captive relations, while their US counterparts exhibit a higher
frequency of buyer captive relations. Finally, we see that US assemblers have been

significantly investing into strategic partnerships with some of their suppliers (23 %).

It is important to note that we found no statistically significant difference in

performance across the four cells. In other words, no one type of relationship, not even

strategic partnerships, is inherently superior to the other three. Indeed, in each cell we
find low and high performing relationships. The key to successful supply system

management is therefore not to have many partnerships but rather to (1) choose the
appropriate type of relationship given the product, its market and the supplier, and (2)

manage the relationship appropriately. As we show in the following sections one does
not manage a market exchange relationship the way one does for a strategic partnership.

We argue that failure is therefore the result of a mismatched relational design (e.g.,

investing into a strategic partnership when a supplier captive relation is sufficient) or a

badly managed 'correct' design (e.g., not putting in place joint effort programs in an

intended strategic partnership). Thus, to help managers better understand how to

choose the proper design for a relationship we develop the typical descriptive
contingency or context profile for each cell in table 1. Finally, to better understand how
to properly manage each type of relationship we offer a prescriptive management

profile for each cell.

DESCRIPTIVE CONTEXT PROFILES

Market exchange relations (figure 1): Market exchange relations are typically

used by US as well as Japanese automakers to procure standardized products which

require little or no customization to the buyer's vehicle. These products tend to be



Market characteristics

MARKET EXCHANGE
Partner characteristics

The Buyer's
Specific Investments

Product characteristics

- Heavily outsourced products
- Few changes to the product
- Technically simple product
- Mature technology
- Low engineering effort required
- Small capital investments required for

supplier

BC SP

SC

High

The Supplier's
Specific Investments

- Low growth market segments
- Few changes in the products

and competitors

- no supplier proprietary technology
- low buyer switching costs
- low mutual interdependency and economic reliance
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technically simple (or if complex their manufacturing process is well structured and

understood) and are usually unlikely to experience any significant innovation or

improvement in the near future. Based on a mature technology these parts require little

engineering effort and expertise from the supplier and can be engineered, manufactured

and delivered with little capital investments by the supplier. The data also suggests that
market exchange relations occur in saturated market segments with stable or even

declining demand. There is very little change to the competitive landscape with primarily

the same players and same product offerings. US and Japanese auto assemblers treat

these products as commodities and systematically outsource their manufacture. As for

suppliers involved in market exchange relations, they typically do not have any sort of

proprietary technology embedded in the product. In spite of their small size these

suppliers have enough business with other assemblers and can maintain a low level of

dependency and reliance on a given customer. In fact our findings indicate that both
sides in a market exchange relation enjoy low switching costs, i.e., both sides can easily
find another supplier or buyer respectively.

High 	

Low

Low
Figure 1: Descriptive context profile for market exchange relations
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Captive buyer relations (figure 2): What distinguishes the conditions under
which US and Japanese firms use captive buyer relations versus market exchange is not

related to the product or market segment characteristics but rather to the type of

suppliers available in the market. Indeed, we find that components in cell 2 are also

simple products, are based on a well mastered and stable technology, s,and should not

experience major product, process or even price/performance improvements in the near
future. The demand for these products is stable, however the market is oligopolistic with

few competitors. The data indicates that the supplier benefits from great bargaining

power over the buyer. In particular, if the car manufacturer were to terminate the

contract with the supplier it would be very difficult and costly for him to shift to

another source of supply. It is then no surprise that we find that buyers in both countries

commonly keep some in-house manufacturing capability for this type of product to
compensate for their heavy dependence and reliance on the supplier's business.

High Product characteristics

- Technically simple
- Based on mature technology
- Few improvements to the product
- Limited engineering effort and expertise required
- Small capital investments required for suppliers

CAPTIVE BUYER

Market characteristics

- Low growth market segments
- Few changes in products and competitors
- Strong buyer in-house manufacturing

capabiliy for this part

Partner characteristics

- Limited supplier proprietary technology
- High buyer switching costs
- Heavy buyer dependency and economic

reliance on the supplier

SP

The Buyer's
Specific Investments ME	 i	 SC

Low

Low	 High
The Supplier's

Specific Investments

Figure 2: Descriptive context profile for captive buyer relations
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Captive supplier relations (figure 3): Differences across the four cells reveal that
captive supplier relations in cell 3 tend to occur in cases where the component
exchanged between the independent supplier and the buyer are highly complex products
and based on a new technology. Usually subsystems, these products requires heavy
capital investments for the supplier to stay in the market, strong design expertise to
develop the product and excellent engineering capabilities to manufacture it. The
findings suggest that these relations occur in market segment with growing demand but
strong competition between players to stay ahead of the rapid changes in the product or
process innovations, improvements in product functionality and price/performance
ratio. Also, in spite of an important and significant level of proprietary technology the
supplier typically does not benefit from a strong bargaining power. Indeed, the buyer can
easily find another supplier for the component while the supplier is commonly highly
dependent and reliant on the business it developed with the assembler.

High

BC	 SP

The Buyer's
Specific Investments

Low

Product characteristics
- Technically complex
- Based on new technology
- Significant engineering effort and expertise required
- Large capital investments required for supplier
- Major changes I innovations expected in the product

Market characteristics

- High growth market segment
- Highly competitive market with many changes
in products and competitors

Low

The Supplier's
Specific Investments

CAPTIVE SUPPLIER Partner characteristics

- strong supplier proprietary technology
but,
- low buyer switching costs
- Heavy supplier dependency and economic reliance

on the buyer

High

Figure 3: Descriptive context profile for captive supplier relations
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Strategic partnership (figure 4): By definition these are costly and risky relations
as both sides sink into the relationship critical tangible as well as intangible investments

they cannot recover, transfer to or leverage with other partners. The data in table 1

strongly suggests that even Japanese firms make a parsimonious use of these mutual

interdependence relations. They exclusively develop and nurture partnerships for the

complex components and subsystems that typically require a high level of customization

to the their vehides. To keep up with the pace of technological innovations the supplier
independently makes large investments in R&D to maintain its proprietary technology.

In these circumstances we find that automakers in the US as well as in Japan prefer to

keep in-house some design, development and even manufacturing capability. The market

for these products is not only growing and munificent, but also highly competitive with

great uncertainty as frequent changes shake the structure of the industry. Assemblers

therefore usually try to develop a dose relationship based on a long term view with one
capable supplier, thereby developing a feeling of mutual economic fate.

High Product characteristics

- Technically complex
- Based on new technology
- High level of customization
- Major changes and innovations in the
product
- Strong engineering expertise required
- Large capital investments required

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
Market characteristics

- High growth market
- Competitive market
- Frequent changes in competitors
- Buyer maintains in-house design capability

Partner characteristics

BC - Strong supplier proprietary technology
- High buyer switching costs
- High supplier switcg costs
- Strong mutual interdependency

The Buyer's
Specific Investments High

Low 

ME	 1	 SC

Low	 The Supplier's
Specific Investments

Figure 4: Descriptive context profile for strategic partnerships
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PRESCRIPTIVE MANAGEMENT PROFILES

Now that we better understand how buyers match the type of relation to the
nature of the product, the component market segment and the inherent level of
interdependency with a supplier, we need to examine how US and Japanese firms

manage these four distinct types of relations. To answer this question we look in the
dataset for differences across the four cells in table 1 along the three dimensions

reflecting: information sharing, climate and process in the relationship and job
characteristics of boundary spanners.

Market exchange relations: Information exchange tends to happen at the time of
bidding and contract negotiations. Statistically we find very little visits made by the

supplier and the manufacturer to each other except to resolve a critical operational
problem. The need for information exchange, in particular, the need to exchange detailed

information on a continuous basis was rated very low in both countries. The amount of

time spent by purchasing agents and engineers with the supplier is limited to the bare

minimum. The supplier naturally does not get involved in the design of the component

and typically manufactures to the assembler's specifications. There is no systematic joint
effort between the two organizations. However, we found that the suppliers involved in
market exchange relations benefit from a good reputation in the market for holding to
their commitments and have a good track record. In addition, we discovered that buyers
tend to treat these suppliers fairly, i.e., equally sharing the benefits, burden and risks in
the relationship.

Captive buyer relations: Compared to the other three types of relations,
suppliers involved in this kind of relations typically pay frequent visits to the buyer,
especially to the assemblers engineering departments and assembly plants. Engineers
from the buyer also frequently visit the supplier's premises contributing to a high level of

informal information exchange. The need to exchange detailed information on a

continuous basis is rated very high in both countries. Consequently boundary spanners

at the buyer spend a large amount of their time dealing with this supplier. The supplier

however does not get involved early in the design of the component. In spite of a low

reputation for the supplier and a negative track record, the buyer makes significant
efforts to cooperate with the supplier and provide him with technical assistance,

training and education.
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Captive supplier relations: The level of information sharing is very low with little

exchange of visit to each others premises. Buyer's engineers and purchasing agents
allocate very little of their time with this type of supplier. Typically the supplier has an

excellent reputation and track record. Nevertheless there is little need for the buyer to

engage in cooperation with the supplier. The climate of the relationship is typified by a
greater level of burden on the supplier.

Strategic partnership: These are very close relationships with very rich methods
of information exchange (frequent visits and practice of guest engineers). Boundary

spanners allocate a great proportion of their time with their counterparts at the
supplier's. In the relationships there is a sense of fair sharing of the benefits, burden and
risks. The strong cooperation extends beyond product and tools development but also
indudes joint planning and joint advanced research. Typically the component is mostly

designed and developed by the supplier.

High

The Buyer's
Specific

Investments

Low

CAPTIVE BUYER STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

Information Sharing Mechanisms Information Sharing Mechanisms
- Frequent and regular mutual visits - Rich and frequent exchange of information
- Limited visits to each other - Regular mutual visits
- Important exchange of detailed information on - Practice of guest engineers

continuous basis - Important exchange of detailed information on
Boudary Spanners task characteristics continuous basis

- Large amount of time spent by buyer's Boudary Spanners task characteristics
purchasing agents and engineers with supplier - Large amount of time spent by buyer's purchasing

Climate and Process Characteritics agents and engineers with supplier

- No early supplier involvment in design Climate and Process Characteritics

- Strong joint effort and cooperation - Early supplier involvment in design
- Supplier do not necessarily have a good reputation - Strong joint effort and cooperation

- Supplier has excellent reputation

MARKET EXCHANGE CAPTIVE SUPPLIER

Information Sharing Mechanisms
- Limited information exchange Information Sharing Mechanisms
- Limited visits to each other - Little exchange of information
- Limited exchange of detailed information on - Few mutual visits
continuous basis - Important need to exchange detailed

information on continuous basis
Boudary Spanners task characteristics Boudary Spanners task characteristics

- Limited time spent directly with supplier
- Limited time allocated by buyer's staff to the

Climate and Process Characteritics supplier
- No systematic joint effort and cooperation Climate and Process Characteritics
- No early supplier involvment in design - Limited level of joint effort and cooperation
- Supplier fairly treated by the buyer - Supplier has excellent reputation
- Supplier benefits from a good reputation and track

record
- Greater burden and risks put on the supplier

Low
The Supplier's
	 High

Specific Investments
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Conclusion

The objective of this paper was to warn against moving too far in the direction of

strategic partnerships. Using empirical data collected in the US and Japan we show that

even Japanese car manufacturers manage a range of relations and not only partnerships.
We also show that market exchange relations, buyer captive relations, supplier captive

relations and strategic partnerships represent distinct relational designs that needto be

matched to the context, i.e., to the part or component purchased, the market segment for

the part or component and the characteristics of the supplier. We finally offer

suggestions about how to manage information sharing, the climate and processes in the
relationship differently. The underlying logic is that each design has benefits but also

costs.



Notes:

1. See Helper (1987), Cusumano and Takeishi (1991), Bensaou (1992), Dyer and Ouchi
(1993), Dyer (1994), Nishiguchi (1994).

APPENDIX A

Sampling Procedures

Negotiate access with
assembler Ai and identify
senior purchasing and
engineering managers

13

Purchasing

Negotiate with senior purchasing
manager the number N of
questionnaires to be administered
in his/her department

Senior purchasing manager selects N
components from the stratified list of 50
components prepared by researchers (i.e.,
one component from each component type
Cj) and identifies N buyers, each one in
charge of a different component type Cj

Buyer Bj receives a questionnaire and
selects only one product within the
category of Component Cj and a
current Supplier Sk for that product

Engineering

Negotiate with senior eneering
manager the number N o
questionnaires to be administered
in his/her department

Senior engineering manager selects N
components from the stratified list of 50
components prepared by researchers (i.e.,
one component from each component type
Cj) and identifies N buyers, each one in
charge of a different component type Cj

Engineer Ej receives a questionnaire
and selects only one product within
the category of Component Cj and a
current Supplier Sk for that product

One purchasing data point Ai-Cj-Sk
i =1 to 14 (3 US and 11 Japanese assemblers)
1 < j < 50 (50 categories of components)
k > 1 (number of suppliers)

One engineering data point Ai-Cj-Sk
i =1 to 14 (3 US and 11 Japanese assemblers)
1 < j < 50 (50 categories of components)
k > 1 (number of suppliers)
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Japanese sample

APPENDIX B
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Analytic Approach

Four Types of
Relationships

(table 1; frequencies)

Cross tabulations and frequency for buyer"s specific
investments into the relationship (4 indicators, a =
0.72) versus the suppliers specific investments (4
indicators, a = 0.92 )

rences across the four cells along characteristics
ie product, its technology, the market, the supplier
way analysis of variance, Scheffe ranges 0.1)

Jiff
on
(one

Desciptive context profile for each cell (figure 1 to 4):
What differentiates relationships in each cell    

differences across the four cells along characteristics
on the information sharing, climate and processes in
the relationship and boundary spanners job
characteristics (oneway analysis of variance, Scheffe
ranges 0.1)        

Prescriptive management profile (figure 5):
Implications for the management of each type of relationships
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